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Ceramic Pro & Carfax
CERAMIC PRO PARTNERS WITH CARFAX 

TO PROTECT VEHICLE VALUES 

Want to share the article? 
The top right gives you social media
channels you can share it on social

media!

Click Here to read the Press Release!
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Ceramic Pro now available on MyCarfax
Mobile! 

 
Ceramic Pro is helping maximize the resale value of their

customers’ vehicles by reporting product installation details to
Carfax. Vehicles treated with Ceramic Pro, the revolutionary liquid

nanotechnology that protects paint and eliminates the need to
wax your car, now are identified on Carfax Vehicle History Reports

and the myCarfax.com mobile app.  
 

“Taking steps to safeguard a vehicle’s fit and finish can have a
positive impact on the overall maintenance,” said Vern Poyner, general

manager at Carfax. 
 

Click Here to try MyCarfax!
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Here's what you'll
see on the

MyCarfax mobile
app! 
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Register all Warranties in Lead System, it syncs
with the Carfax Database!

Our Lead Program App is the only way to register Warranties. Set up your
account today if you have not already, and register all warranties

here: www.CeramicProPartners.com

* CarFax uses this system to receive nightly updates automatically. This is the
only way to get the data to them in a way that works with their system.  

* You can view all of your old warranties and even search the system for other
registered warranties.  

* We have also added a way to track each annual service 
* Your client receives a copy of the warranty in their email 
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